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VALUE adding has been the
catch phrase for big
corporations in the current
economic climate, so it was
only logical to the Wilkinson
family to apply the same
theories to their Challara
Merino stud at Badgingarra.

Change has been the key,
according to Peter Wilkinson,
who said their Challara Merino
stud open day was brought
forward to this week instead of
being held in the lead-up to the
busy ram selling season
throughout the State.

Showing an understanding of
what would interest their clients
it was clear the initial benefits
of their efforts were obvious.

“We have definitely had a
greater turn out today,” Peter
said.

“We are also in the process
of developing a website where
clients will have the
opportunity to provide us with
feedback.”

A strong focus on product
quality and client requirements
has led Ron and Deanna
Wilkinson, along with son Peter
and his wife Emma, to use new
technologies and methods to
increase the viability of their
business in all areas.

Peter Wilkinson said the
earlier open day was also
coupled with the incorporation
of guest speakers and
interactive demonstrations of
technology and equipment to
give their clients more
information and confidence in
their product.

“We wanted to provide our
clients with an understanding of
what we are doing to improve
the genetics and performance
of our flock,” Peter said.

“We also wanted them to be
able to see some of the latest
technology that can make sheep
work a lot easier.”

The open day was geared at
allowing clients to better
understand the role Australian
Sheep Breeding Values
(ASBVs) can have when
making their ram buying
decisions.

Keynote speaker, Mark

Ferguson, Department of
Agriculture and Food and
Murdoch University, spoke on
the need to increase the Merino
ewe flock throughout Australia
and how to effectively and
efficiently do this.

“To do this we have to select
the right genetic traits,” Dr
Ferguson said.

“Understanding what you
want to do with your sheep
breeding means focussing on
certain genetic traits that will
help you achieve this goal.”

Dr Ferguson explained how
ASBVs are a useful tool to help
farmers buying sires.

He also noted the overall
positive impact breeding
plainer bodied sheep with less
wrinkle and higher muscling
had on fertility, birth and lamb
survival rates if genetically
selected.

The Wilkinsons have been
involved in collecting data from
their breeding program for five
years and as part of the day had
some rams and ram lambs on
display to practically show the
benefits of having the data
available, instead of relying on
visual selection alone.

Also speaking on the day
was Primaries Central
Wheatbelt wool representative
Greg Tillbrook, who presented

a three-year clip analysis of the
Challara ewe and hogget flock
wool.

The presentation addressed
the viability of shearing at six
months, specific to the wool
clip produced by Challara, with
the results showing that over
time a change in the shearing
times and wool focus had
shown benefits in the current
wool market.

In summary Mr Tillbrook
said points to remember with
marketing a shorter fleece by
shearing at six months were:
❐ Reduction in crutching costs
due to less stain and dags. 
❐ Increased shearing costs
because twice a year instead of
once.
❐ Reduced stress on ewes. 
❐ Easier management.
❐ Reduced return for wool
length if under 70mm.
❐ Micron fluctuations.
❐ Improved yield due to less
dirt.
❐ Increased strength of staple.

Mr Tillbrook said the current
wool market showed production
levels throughout Australia
were slightly higher, although
cut per head was down.

Also there were more
producers returning to all
Merinos over crossbred flocks
while there was still good

demand from China which
purchased 70-80 per cent each
week, although the reduced
sales in Europe, due to their
economic situation, remained a
factor.

As testament to their
commitment to provide
information to their clients, the
Wilkinsons also had interactive
demonstrations available from
Richard Roe, Hecton Sheep
Handling Systems, Dandaragan
Mechanical Services, and The
Farm Shop, CRT, general
manager Gary Lewis and team.

Mr Roe demonstrated the
Hecton Sheep Handler, Walk
Thru and Run Thru Sheep
Workers, Single and Dagging
Sheep Lead up Races, Ezy-Off
cut off switch, shearing head
pole and stand and drench/
vaccination pole and stand,
which proved popular with
attendees.

The Farm Shop, CRT,
brought the Vetmarker,
designed by a New Zealand
company, and first shown at
Woolorama this year.

Mr Lewis said it was a fully
portable unit designed to take
into a paddock and fit to
portable yards to make the
process of lamb earmarking,
vaccination, docking, castration
and fly treatment easier.

Challara value with new technologies

❐ Challara stud principals Ron (left) and Peter Wilkinson, Badgingarra, and guest speaker Mark Ferguson,
DAFWA and Murdoch University, with a pen of 11-month-old green tag rams from Challara at the stud's
field day on Monday.
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